ROME
2017
TOUR DESCRIPTION
TOUR CLASSICAL ROME

DAYS OF
OPERATION
Daily

DURATION

PRICE

3 hours

€29.40

Mon, Wed & Fri

3 hours

€47

An itinerary by coach and on foot visiting the classic
monuments of Rome. Crossing Piazza della
Repubblica with the Fountain of the Nayads, the
local guide will take you on a pleasant stroll through
the historical centre, where you can admire the
Trevi Fountain, La Colonna di Marco Aurelio, the
Palazzo di Montecitorio, designed by Bernini, the
Pantheon (visit inside), Palazzo Madama (seat of
the senate), and Piazza Navona. Passing alongside
Castel S. Angelo the bus will leave you close to the
Vatican City. Having admired St. Peter's Square
where your guide will relate the history and
anecdotes about the Basilica, you will then have the
chance (except during religious celebrations) to
explore this magnificent church on your own and to
admire masterpieces such as Michelangelo's Pietà
and Bernini's bronze canopy. After the visit you can
decide to stay in Vatican city by your own or to
catch our transfer by bus to main central points of
the city (Via Veneto, Piazza Barberini, Piazza
Venezia, Piazza dellaRepubblica and Termini Rail
Station).

TOUR CHRISTIAN ROME
The first stop is Esquiline Hill where our guide will
show you some of the treasures inside the Basilica
of Santa Maria Maggiore, before continuing by
coach to see the Holy Staircase and the Lateran
Palace. Visit the Basilica of San Giovanni, the
cathedral of Rome (inside visit). Then proceed
along the Ancient Appian Way, passing the Chapel
of “Domine Quo Vadis” before arriving at the
Catacombs, the ancient underground cemeteries
and first hiding places of the Christians. A visit to
either the Catacombs of San Callisto, Santa
Domitilla or San Sebastiano is included, depending
on seasonal conditions. The tour will end with a
view of the Baths of Emperor Caracalla. End of the
tour and return by bus to main central points of the
city (Via Veneto, Piazza Barberini, Piazza Venezia,
Piazza della Repubblica and Termini Rail Station).

BEERS & BITES WALKING TOUR

Tue, Thu & Fri

2hr.30min

€58.13

Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu
& Sun

2hrs.30min

€64.40

Daily

24hrs & 48hrs

24 Hours
€23
48 Hours
€30

This tour will give you the opportunity to taste four
Italian craft beers and three delicious beer-friendly
finger food pairings as you learn about Italian food
and culture in an intimate group setting. During this
2.5 hour walking tour you will visit the ancient and
extremely picturesque neighbourhood of Regola
and, crossing a bridge, the lively medieval
Trastevere - both set along the Tiber River, one
opposite the other. While tasting, your local guide
will explain the evolution of the beer culture in Italy
during the last decade, where Italian micro-brewing
has seen a tremendous growth due to energetic
and imaginative young brewers.
**This tour is not appropriate for children from 0-3
years.**

ROME BY NIGHT BY SEGWAY TOUR
Rome at night is unparalleled by any city in the
world. Experience the Eternal City at its best! Make
this the memory you take home with you. The
Segway Night Tour of Rome is limited to small
groups, maximum 6 people, so an intimate and
unique experience is guaranteed. We'll glide from
the Forum of Trajan, through the Capitol Hill
(Campidoglio), then proceed to the famous Theatre
of Marcellus; visit the Roman Ghetto, the Tiber
Island, Campo de' Fiori, Piazza Navona, the
Pantheon and gliding through an alley between
historical building reach Piazza di Spagna. Our final
destinations of this memorable tour will be the
famous Trevi Fountain. Be sure you have your
camera and plenty of memory on your card for this
excursion!
**This tour is not appropriate for Children under 12
years.**

PANORAMIC OPEN BUS TOUR
Hop-on, Hop-off tour with stops in the vicinity of
some of Rome's most famous sights. Taped
commentary in English. Hourly departures with
courier assistance on-board. You can either stay on
the bus for the entire tour or get on and off at the
designated stops.

GHOST AND MYSTERY TOUR/DARK HEART OF
ROME

Daily

1hr.30min

€26.25

When the sun sets on Rome, another side of the
city comes to life, an older and more mysterious
Rome where fact & legend are intertwined to
stimulate the imagination as much as the eye. A
Rome known only by a few... You are invited to
discover this other side of the city for yourself on
Rome’s only night-time walking tour. Your guide will
bring the Eternal city's most enthralling historical
and supernatural mysteries to life in a highly
entertaining and informative tour that is unlike any
other. A night-time walking tour, based on history,
legends, mysteries and Ghost stories, points out the
lesser known sights in Rome's historic center that
any passer-by would easily miss. The tour wanders
through the areas surrounding Campo de' Fiori and
Piazza Farnese including Via Giulia, Via del
Governo Vecchio and Castel Sant'Angelo.
Please note that minimum number of passengers might apply for certain tours. Children rates on request.
Thompsons standard terms & conditions apply.

